
BY - HEIDI BUCK

Flip spends a 
build day with some 

FIRST® Robotics 
Competition teams!

The  Adventures  Of

The  FLL      Robot®



This year's FIRST® Robotics Competition (FRC) 
officially 'kicked off' on January 5, 2013. 

some local FRC teams invited flip to visit 
them during one of their build days - to see 

all the different things that they do! 

I'm so 
excited - 
which tie 
should i 
Wear?

Thank you for 
letting me visit!

We made you a 
pink bowtie!

I'm 
Styllin' !
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flip met the team's robot 
from last year... and 

soon discovered that FRC 
robots are somewhat 

bigger than fll robots!

whoa!

I am 
somewhat 
green with 

envy. ..

This robot was even 
signed by Dean Kamen!

hey! what  
are these?!?

those are the 
scoring discs 

from this years 
game!
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The FRC competition 
field looks like 
this... Look at 

me, I'm on top 
of the pyramid 

goal!

as part of this year's game, robots 
will need to 'throw' DISCS into 

goals on the field.

this is 
much harder 

than it 
looks! 

You can do 
it flip!
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Everyone on 
The team has at 
least one job.

teams have to work fast - they only have 6 weeks to 
build and design their robot -- Then it gets put away 

and they can't touch it until the tournament!

I'm 
working on 

modeling the 
chassis design.

We're 
figuring out 

the angles we 
need for our 

launcher.

I'm 
writing some 
of the Vision 

programming.
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It takes a lot 
of planning to 

keep track of all 
the stuff we do 

each day!

I'll sign the 
paper too! That 
way you know I 

was here!

I'm working on 
programming  for 

the drivers

You guys 
get 

drivers?

Yes, 
Check it 

out!

This is one 
of our 

controllers!
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Why are 
you wearing 

safety 
glasses?

Safety 
First!

That's 
what this 

button says 
too!

Here are 
some safety 

glasses for you 
to use!

Yes! We use lots 
of different equipment 

when building the 
robot...

Power 
Tools are 

Cool!
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You even get 
to weld the 

parts together?  
Awesome!

Yes! and then 
we use extra 

safety 
equipment !

Even your 
battery charging 

cart is huge! How do 
you get all this to 

a tournament?

We have a 
trailer!

Someone 
could fit a LOT 

of LEGO® in 
there!
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how do I 
look as a FRC 

mascot?

Flip learned that FRC teams do 
more than just design and 

build robots...

nice 
artwork!

wow, your 
team is really 
active in your 
community!

Look! 
I made a 
button!

...they also work to 
demonstrate team spirit, 
gracious professionalism 

and maturity, and the 
ability to overcome 

obstacles!

Marketing is a 
big job !
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Follow Flip on Facebook: 
www.facebook.com/FlipFLLRobot 

®
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a big 'thank you' to 

Fembots 692 

Vortechs  3257 ! to learn more about FRC, visit:
www.usfirst.org/

roboticsprograms/frc

...WE have 

fun!

Most importantly, flip 
learned that (just like FLL)...


